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THE ASYLUM CITY IS AN AREA IN CANADA FOR THE END TIMES to
become the site of THE NEW JERUSALEM in the New Earth after the general
cleansing. (Cf. July 6, 2001, Section IX) and the table of contents will give you the
highlights of The Third Testament to soon become available in all major languages
and dialects, and to be downloaded from the usual website number www.asylcity.com.
In His Divine Mercy, the Eternal Father had granted mankind places of refuge for the
coming End Times, but what was to be, had to be changed due to man’s malice. So The
Asylum City alone among them remains to comprise associate sites if they so wish. Situated
in eastern Canada it has a diameter of about 8 miles (13 km.) and has thus a special role for
the coming events. Not all has been revealed about The Asylum City. It is still a mystery: it
is an EVENT and a place.
Our Lady of Lourdes appeared at a birch tree to John/Albert, of The Community of Saint
Joseph whose foundation was decreed by The Eternal Father, on February 23, 1989. The tree
in question is in the geographical centre of The Asylum City, and Sections V and VI must
be read in conjunction with the photos included.
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Our Lady of Lourdes as She
appeared at the Birch Tree August 27, 1992

Crest of the Community of
St. Joseph - 1989

***

NOTICE: All material presented in The 3rd Testament of The Asylum City is not intended as anticipating future
decisions of lawful Church authorities as to authenticity.

All rights of translation is granted under the sole condition that no change whatsoever be made or added
without consultation with John/Albert of the address below.

***
Any citation of this 3rd Testament
for the 3rd Millenium of Christianity (or the 7th Millenium of the history of mankind)*
must bear a reference.
___________________________________________
* This precision between 3rd and 7th millenium applies wherever necessary throughout The 3rd Testament. (See May 23,
2007, Correspondence, Section XI.

ALBERT ARSENEAU
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Petit Rocher, NB E8J 3E7, Can
Website: http://www.asylcity.com
E-mail: asylcity@nbnet.nb.ca

In order to avoid unnecessary banking complications all donations must be made to the name above.
***

